5G NEUTRAL HOST JOINT
VENTURE PROCUREMENT
Prospectus

INTRODUCTION
Sunderland has long embraced the potential of digital connectivity to transform the lives and
outcomes of residents and businesses in the city.

SUNDERLAND:
the place
A changing city:

Its pioneering work, ensuring that

Through collaboration with an

Sunderland is a beautiful coastal

digital is at the core of its future

expert partner, we believe that

city, with miles of sandy beaches

plans, led to Sunderland being

we can achieve great things in

and acres of green parkland – a

Once a world-renowned force

doorstep, it’s smart minds have

named Smart City of the Year 2020

Sunderland. The commitment is

vibrant and dynamic place to live,

in shipbuilding and coal mining,

helped companies such as

in the Digital Leaders 100 list.

clear from our side – we want to

work and play.

Sunderland has reinvented its

Tombola and Berghaus grow

ensure that our city is absolutely

And it’s now looking to take
its smart city ambitions to
the next level.
Sunderland is seeking to establish
a joint venture to design, build and
operate a 5G neutral host across
the city.
This is an important next step for
Sunderland, driven by a City Council
that is determined to use digital
connectivity as a driver to create
opportunities for residents and
organisations operating here –
and to realise Sunderland’s
ambition to be a healthy, vibrant
and dynamic city – a world-class
place to live, work and play.

Fuelled by its world-class university
and with four more on the city’s

economy, with heavy industry

into global powerhouses. And

at the forefront when it comes to

Right at the heart of North East

traded for the weightless world of

Sunderland has an increasingly

digital and technology – harnessing

England, Sunderland is a city with

digital; and glassmaking replaced

diverse range of start-ups taking

it to create greater opportunities for

a proud past fuelled by passionate,

with advanced manufacturing,

root in and around the city, with

our people and businesses - and

welcoming people. It’s unique

most famously as the home of

entrepreneurs enthused and

that is something we know this

charm seamlessly blends tradition

Nissan, Europe’s most productive

inspired by the supportive

and heritage, with forward thinking

car plant.

business community that

partnership can deliver.
This is a hugely exciting

Patrick Melia

Chief Executive
Sunderland City Council

works together to help

and innovation.
The city’s friendly people run

opportunity for us to reimagine

Named Smart City of the Year

centres of service for some of the

the way we extend the reach and

2020, Sunderland is growing it's

world’s biggest brands including

impact of digital connectivity

reputation as a digital trailblazer;

Ocado, Nike and Barclays.

across the city and we’re delighted

a place that is not just embracing,

to reach out to the market to

but is actively exploiting the many

explore the art of the possible.

benefits that connectivity and

each other.

technology can bring to its people
and businesses.

We very much believe that
this partnership will provide
an outstanding opportunity to
transform the city and put in
place world-class infrastructure
that will deliver a step-change for
Sunderland.

Graeme Miller

Leader
Sunderland City Council
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SUNDERLAND:
a smart city

And just like its economy, the

– establishing up to 10,000 jobs

With excellent links to the wider

cityscape in Sunderland is

and 1,000 new homes, as well as

region and indeed to London,

transforming.

new leisure spaces and venues.

Sunderland is a connected city –

Regeneration is at the heart of

A new International Advanced

both through its internationally

Sunderland is a city that has

the city’s plans with hundreds of

Manufacturing Park (IAMP) is

significant university, which has

for some time been growing

millions of pounds of investment,

also taking shape close to Nissan,

some 20,000 students, and as

its reputation for innovation

from both the public and private

which will become a powerhouse

a business location, with 80

and technology and is already

sector, delivering a reimagined

location in a city renowned for

internationally-owned companies

recognised as a digital leader

city. From the coastline to the

its ability to make things. A

originating in 20 territories and

as a result of decades of

city centre, you’ll find new homes,

stone’s throw away, Hillthorn

employing more than 25,000

progress, investment and prolific

offices and leisure venues

Business Park has been backed

people.

partnerships between industry,

strengthening the foundations

with £60m of investment from

of Sunderland as an increasingly

Legal & General – added to their

The level of ambition in the city

attractive place to live, work

£100m contribution to Riverside

is growing every day. Sunderland

and play.

Sunderland.

is rapidly delivering against its

Cities need to embrace digital, data

vital digital infrastructure

promise to become a healthy,

and connectivity now to ensure

connecting the city through

a place that welcomes the world,

the local authority, healthcare
providers and educators.

•

The deployment of a city centre
communications ring providing

The opening of the Northern Spire

Millions are also being pumped into

vibrant and dynamic city,

that they thrive in the future – an

the continuing rollout of free

bridge in 2018 signalled the start

the seaside, which is becoming a

something that leaders in the

ethos long held by the city of

ultrafast public WiFi with

of Sunderland’s transformation.

magnet destination for day-trippers

city believe will be supercharged

Sunderland, which has led to the

download speeds surpassing

This has been quickly followed by

looking to enjoy its natural beauty

through next-level digital adoption.

rapid and ambitious development

the first 5G cities

the major regeneration of Riverside

and magnificent places to play and

of its Digital Strategy. Reinforced

Sunderland, a new urban quarter in

appreciate.

by the City Plan, Sunderland’s

•

Local school, Hudson Road

the centre of Sunderland that will

smart city vision is one which will

Primary, speeds increased from

comprise 1m sq ft of office space

create a super-connected place,

13Mb to over 650Mb, enabling

providing ubiquitous connectivity

virtual teaching and online

- with no one and nowhere left

coding clubs

behind - and which will see people
and businesses thrive.

•

Social housing tower block
tenants in the city centre also

With the support of many city

benefiting from free ultrafast

leaders spanning the education,

connectivity

health, housing and manufacturing
sectors, Sunderland’s smart

•

Transport solution for traffic

city journey gained traction

mapping to inform future traffic

in December 2019 with the

flow and allow real-time traffic

implementation of a number

management

of transformational digital
deployments.
As well as achieving status as
number one smart city in the UK
2020 in the Digital Leaders 100
List, outcomes and successes of
our Smart City’s implementation to
date, include:
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•

•

Expansion of the National

across the UK with plans

-

Assistive Technologies test-

to pass up to 8 million

the inner-city ring-road

bed, delivering solutions into

homes and businesses

and Riverside Sunderland

550+ properties to enable

with open-access full fibre

development footprint

vulnerable people to live safely

infrastructure. Sunderland

at home, reducing social care

City Council is working

intervention

closely with CityFibre to

-

5G small cell network within

SUNDERLAND:
our smart city model
The underpinning of Sunderland’s

other places on their digitally

ensure the deployment of new

Completion of key

Our Smart City model is one

connected journey.

digital innovation that will unlock

infrastructure to support a

in which the city is built on

Sunderland’s potential as a place to

fully realise the benefits of

5G network and a transport

technology, but focused on

Like other projects that are

Securing significant investment,

the contract for the council,

mobility hub which will act

outcomes.

underway across Sunderland, it is

accelerating plans for

businesses and its citizens.

as a ‘one stop shop’ for

ubiquitous connectivity to all
Sunderland premises

sustainable mobility choices
•

-

Sunderland City Council

Local Government (MHCLG)

have recently awarded a

Investing in Sunderland means

the progress in realising the vision

sharing a proven model with a

model encompass how the city

forward. And that commitment

track record in delivering results

is functioning and breathing and

is clear. Sunderland is investing

in a forward-thinking environment.

Media and Sport (DCMS)

adopts forward thinking data

millions into infrastructure that will

Adaptive, responsive and relevant to

and partner investment of

analysis and visualisation; It will

enable it to move forward with the

all who live, work in and visit the city;

Getting Building Fund (GBF)

£4.8 million which will

also lead Sunderland, through

next phase of its digital journey, and

our smart city’s vision to seamlessly

connectivity contract to

to support next generation

see the city deliver a huge

the interconnection of people,

– in the way it has with regeneration

integrate technology, is already

CityFibre to roll out a dark

digital connectivity and

stride forward in connected

things and systems, to accelerate

projects that are rapidly progressing

facilitating and transforming its

fibre infrastructure across

Riverside Sunderland

automated logistics (CAL),

inward investment in a fast-paced

in the city – it will be private and

ecosystem, evolving Sunderland into

all council sites in the

strategic infrastructure

taking 5G enabled solutions

landscape primed to inspire

public sector partnership that will

an urban centre of the future.

region.

works resulting in the

out of the testbed into an

£multi/ million corporate

-

•

the city’s leadership that will drive
Not only does the smart city

Department for Digital, Culture,

£4.5 million from the Ministry
of Housing, Communities and

live, work and play.

-

deployment of a citywide

operational manufacturing

CityFibre, the UK’s

LPWan, connecting to a

environment.

third national digital

range of sensors managing

infrastructure platform, is

city infrastructure

investing up to £4Bn with
network rollout underway
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SUNDERLAND:
a city of ambition

SMART:
education and learning
Smart Campus

After decades of advancement,

And the city's leaders believe

goals, helping people live, and

With a university and college

digital progression is now part

the world-leading infrastructure,

businesses operate, in more

of the city’s DNA. Sunderland

incredible business locations and

sustainable ways.

AMBITION:

specialising in the provision
of numerous industry sectors

The aspiration is to embed

continues to carve an enviable

exciting way of life Sunderland

A strategic framework

such as health and life sciences,

technologies that are central

reputation as a digital leader,

can offer can help the city build on

The council is driving towards

creative industries, advanced

to the activities and processes

nurturing talent and embedding

its impressive track record when

carbon neutrality by 2030, working

manufacturing and engineering,

of the University and to create

skills to advance the city on an

it comes to inward investment.

with businesses and people to

Sunderland has the perfect

smart communities for students,

international platform.

Matched with the capabilities of

ensure the city lives, works and

platform to explore and lead the

academics, and support staff.

its further and higher education

plays in ways that are sustainable

It's businesses embrace

provision, the city will drive the

and minimise its carbon footprint

technology – and increasingly, as

skills of its people, to ensure

– digital will be a key enabler in

digital infrastructure is improved

Sunderland businesses that are

achieving this.

– the city will be in a position to

based here enjoy access to an

help them exploit the opportunities

unrivalled talent pool.

that this will present through the

Sunderland City Council and its
partners across the city see digital

that fosters a connected
ecosystem and creates a
new, exciting experience
for residents, students,
staff, and visitors. Both
businesses and citizens
in Sunderland will see and
have access to educational/
learning establishments
utilising emerging
technologies to develop the
next-generation learning,

way in many disciplines.
The smart campus will interact
With the anticipated growth in the

with smart links to the city as

demand for 5G skills Sunderland's

students and staff travel between

university and college continue to

the City Centre and St Peters

work with business and industry

Campuses as they live and

to co-create short courses

play in the city.

proactive assistance offered by the

Sunderland are using digital to

as a vital part of Sunderland’s

city council's Business Investment

unlock new opportunities for

transformation – and that’s why it

Team and other support networks

residents – to enable social

is at the beating heart of our future

operating across Sunderland. It’s a

mobility and inclusion. It is also

ambitions and a key part of the city

degrees and degree apprenticeship

critical part of the local authority's

ensuring that digital enables

council's investment strategy.

programmes.

vision to make Sunderland a place

the city to realise its low carbon

education and research
environments.

and Continued Professional
Development (CPD) courses,
complimenting new and existing

in which businesses thrive, grow

This will include the embedding

and create high-value employment

of 5G into generic programmes,

opportunities for Sunderland's

being a key component of the

people. The city council are

planned programme in Technology

creating the right conditions to

Enabled Care, as well as specialist

foster high growth in its businesses

programmes such as an MSc in

and boost GVA.

5G Technologies. This approach
of combining specialist and
generic skills in 5G underpins the
development of an ecosystem to
enhance the lives and wellbeing of
the citizens of Sunderland.
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SMART:
health
Research and Innovation

and capability within the reach

Digital Inclusion

of small businesses. University
Sunderland is at the forefront

research will also include methods

With so much of our everyday lives

of research and innovation with

and approaches for development

conducted online, digital inclusion

many projects already underway

of 5G. Creating frameworks for 5G

is at the heart of Sunderland’s

such as the Sustainable Advanced

evaluation will feature, as well as

Smart City vision.

Manufacturing (SAM) Project, a

examining the associated metrics

£10.9m programme supporting

and network performance for the

the implementation of product

delivery of 5G applications.

and process development and the

There are already multiple digital
literacy and digital skills outreach
programmes in Sunderland, and

introduction of technology within

Another such project is the

the recent (May 2019) opening of

the SME manufacturing base in the

University of Sunderland’s

a Google Garage training hub in

North East LEP area.

innovative Living Lab which

partnership with the Good Things

addresses the training needs of

Foundation in the Bridges shopping

This collaboration between

aspiring medical practitioners

centre in Sunderland City Centre

European Regional Development

using the most advanced

has created additional digital

Fund (ERDF) and the University

healthcare-industry simulation

literacy coaching support.

of Sunderland has committed

technology, in interactive spaces

significant academic resources

and realistic settings.

Aligned to the 2030 Agenda for

Assistive Technology

AMBITION:

Sustainable Development, the

For Sunderland to achieve

strategies to improve health and

As new technology continues

spur economic growth whilst

to play a significant role in the

tackling wider climate change

delivery and support of community

global economic issues, are

care services, Sunderland’s

designed to support capacity-

digital ambitions are to remain

building for the people and

at the forefront of research and

businesses across the city.

development around Assistive

health improvements
and expand community
resources for a physically
and socially rewarding
experience for generations
to come.

By 2030 Sunderland have
committed to:
•

access to the same
opportunities and life chances

•

•

and recruited a team of industrial

more people living healthier,

Technology (AT) and telehealth
solutions.
To prove this concept, during
2018/19 Sunderland brought
together a number of organisations
to collaborate on the Internet of

longer lives

Things (IoT) national test bed pilot

people enjoying independent

implemented smart technologies

lives

in over 550 homes across the city

to huge success, with planned

and research specialists to support

Enabling the next generation of

the delivery of both practical

highly trained healthcare providers

and research projects, all fully-

to utilise learning methods

funded to eligible SMEs. Such

powered by digital innovation,

large-scale industry knowledge

coupled with hands-on experience,

exchange programmes are opening

prepares medical and nursing

collaborative opportunities to over

students for a diverse patient-care

technologies into over 1,500

300 industry partners.

environment. And with ambitions

homes in the city.

to extend the independent living
•

•

a cleaner and more attractive

of some of the city’s older or more

city and neighbourhoods

vulnerable residents.

a city with great transport and

The next 3 years will see the

travel links.

expansion of these smart

to grow its cohort year on year,
5G and Internet of Things (IoT)

this will become an increasingly

developments, combined with

important asset for the university

existing SME engagements, will

and the city, enhancing the

provide opportunities around

learning experience of students

advanced manufacturing and

and demonstrating – once again –

automation, developing sensor

Sunderland’s ability to exploit the

networks which bring solutions

power of digital.
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SMART:
living
Over the next 10-15 years,

AMBITION:

Sunderland will create 1,000 city

To place Sunderland at the

2,500 people and 1 million square

forefront of smart, green
housebuilding and Modern
Methods of Construction
(MMC) attracting
businesses and residents to
the heart of the city.

Sunderland Future Living
Expo 2023

centre homes for a community of

smart, sustainable homes – to

back into use, 117 will be newly

vulnerable residents are able to

offer residents an exciting new

developed bungalows and 95 will

enjoy the best possible quality of

way of living. And with 7,000

be new or refurbished supported

independent life, 17 affordable

accommodation units.

bungalows being built will be

At the forefront of The Future

new properties set to rise from

feet of offices and workspace,

Living Agenda, Sunderland have

the ground in Sunderland over

providing as many as 10,000

specially adapted to provide homes

created a three-year programme

the coming 10 years, the city will

The city's work on building exciting

for people with physical disabilities,

city-centre jobs in Riverside

culminating in the Sunderland

set new benchmarks for digital

new communities in Sunderland

and one for general needs. The

Sunderland. This development

Future Living Expo 2023. The

enablement to ensure its residents

is well under way and as part

digital connectivity being put in

will play a big part in achieving the

Sunderland Future Living Expo

reap the benefits of its investment

of the Housing Delivery and

place will enable residents to

goals of Sunderland’s City Plan

will take place in the Vaux area

in the latest technology.

Investment Plan, October 2020 saw

enjoy better lives.

– to become a dynamic, healthy

of Riverside Sunderland in 2023,

and vibrant international city with

featuring events and experiences

an energy-efficient urban core and

to engage visitors in new and

a renowned leader in smart city

sustainable ways of living, set

Sunderland City Council has set

technology.

in-and-around new high-quality

out plans to deliver more than 500

Demonstrating a commitment

homes for the city centre.

homes over the next five years,

to supporting communities, and

following its decision to return

ensuring that the city's more

Riverside Sunderland

Registered Social Landlord

construction get under way on the
first council houses to be built in
Sunderland for almost 40 years.

With it's rich heritage of world-

to housebuilding after almost

The Riverside Sunderland

class manufacturing, the city

20 years. Of the 574 homes it

Masterplan aims to build a

region is the perfect place to

aims to deliver by 2025, 362 will

residential community that spans

pioneer modern housebuilding and

be former empty homes brought

the river, uniting the surrounding

construction techniques.

neighbourhoods and communities
of Sunderland and promoting

And this same innovation will

health, wellbeing, security plus a

be applied to four stunning new

strong sense of community.

communities, that will take shape
on Riverside Sunderland in the

Located in the heart of the city,

coming years. Built using modern

Riverside Sunderland will be a new

methods of construction, the

urban quarter of innovative, smart

council has committed to deliver

homes and commercial mixed-use

1,000 new homes in the heart

space offering a new sustainable

of the city centre, and that will

community for living and working

make use of emerging innovation

in the city.

and technology – the ultimate
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SMART:
business
Sunderland is home to a thriving

The centre reflects the city's

AMBITION:

community of digital businesses,

ambition to support the software,

For Sunderland to maintain

that are flying the flag for the city

game development, digital,

internationally.

tech and creative sectors. With

and grow its status as a
digitally connected city
of the future, focused on
the positive impact and
benefits to individuals and
businesses across an array
of sectors.

bespoke space for more than 60
Back in July 1986, Sunderland

businesses, the centre has the

cemented its position as a

connectivity and infrastructure

choice location for advanced

to help businesses prosper and

manufacturing and automotive

grow. With regional support hub

investment as Nissan became the

Sunderland Software City and the

first Japanese carmaker to set

Digital Catapult North East and

up a production facility in Europe

Tees Valley on hand to help and

with the opening of its new plant in

encourage the sector businesses,

Sunderland.

it is home to a thriving community
of ambitious digital companies that

Sunderland Software City

The benefits of smart technology

Since 2014, the BID has invested

Maintaining a leading role

share ideas, best practice and the

expand way beyond organisations

more than £3m into the city centre

internationally in the field of

ambition to create the technology

Also based at Sunderland Software

in the digital sector, bringing

and with the support of the city’s

automotive engineering excellence,

of tomorrow, today.

Centre, Sunderland Software City

significant advantages for

business owners, stakeholders and

was established to address the

businesses across every sector,

key partners, the BID has developed

changing needs of the tech sector

which can benefit from operational

a relevant and achievable plan for

through a range of innovation, skills

efficiencies, an improved ability to

the future. The BID is committed in

Sunderland’s vision will see the
delivery of automation and data

Digital Catapult

exchange in manufacturing
technologies including automated

Sunderland Software Centre is

and business support services.

equip and mobilise dispersed and

making the whole city centre area

vehicles. As a centre of excellence

home to one of just three Digital

Sunderland Software City is on

remote working teams, plus the

more attractive to investors, while

for industry 4.0 and influencers

Catapult Centres nationally, the

hand to help businesses to unlock

technology to monitor important

also making sure the voice of city

in the field of advanced

Digital Catapult North East and Tees

their potential through tech and

processes, gain new insights and

centre businesses is heard.

manufacturing, the city can unlock

Valley, which supports businesses

digital innovation.

underpin more informed decisions.

its potential and explore diverse

from across the region to

platforms for investment and

encourage the growth and adoption

In addition to the Software Centre

Supporting the city centre’s

future – the combination of the

employment.

of advanced digital technologies.

significant investment in super-

businesses is Sunderland’s

city’s renowned industrial ingenuity,

It helps demonstrate and explore

A digitally connected city of the

connected business centres,

Business Improvement District

along with new 5G technology,

With a prime city centre location,

the impact that technology can

including Evolve and The Beam

(BID) which brings together a range

positions Sunderland extremely

Sunderland Software Centre

have on productivity, efficiency and

in the heart of the city’s Riverside

of businesses, working partnership

competitively in the global

is a state-of-the-art incubator

performance.

Sunderland, have helped to

with one clear vision – to create a

marketplace.

hub for software, tech and

stimulate the development of the

vibrant city centre and opportunities

creative enterprises, with flexible

sector, with businesses enjoying a

for everyone.

workspaces that grow in line with

supportive, nurturing environment

to unlock efficiencies, improve

business needs.

to enable them to rapidly build from

competitiveness and attract

a standing start.

investment for a digitally connected

Now is the time for a focused effort

smart city of the future.
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SMART:
manufacturing
Smart manufacturing

AMBITION:
For Sunderland to be
recognised globally
as a hub for advanced
manufacturing, retaining
and attracting talented
individuals as well
as significant inward
investment to underpin
robust supply chains and
successful businesses.

THE OPPORTUNITY:
5G Neutral Host Joint Venture procurement
•

Blending autonomous, digitised
and human input to ensure

Enhanced connectivity will enable

accuracy and the achievement

Sunderland based manufacturers

of new levels of complexity

to maximise emerging
technologies in order to compete

•

Aligning process flexibility

and thrive in future marketplaces.

combined with factory

With the development of

productivity and unlock greater

the International Advanced
Manufacturing Park (IAMP),
which sets the benchmark for the
UK’s advanced manufacturing
hubs of the future, and the digital
transformation already revealing
a competitive advantage for
advanced manufacturers, the
possibilities are endless.
By continuous investment in
emerging technology, companies
are harnessing technical expertise
and the digitally transformed
culture to succeed.

Smart factories
With a focus on digitised
technology and lean manufacturing
as well as green credentials, smart
factories of the future will realise
product innovation in advanced

automation to enhance
efficiencies.

Smart automotive
From testing and prototyping to the
development of electric vehicles
and autonomous transportation,
improved digital infrastructure will
boost the city’s automotive sector.
Significant investment, such as
the £4.8million 5G Create project
announced in September 2020,
will look at 5G’s ability to boost
productivity through the use of
automated trucks at the Nissan
and Vantec factories in Sunderland.
This provides a boost for UK tech
innovators utilising 5G technology
to explore new opportunities from
our emerging CAL hub right here
in the outskirts of the city. It’s a

environments.

critical enabler for Nissan, which

•

– harnessing the power of

Industry 4.0 connected
machinery with IoT integrated
to networks for improved
efficiencies

is – like other manufacturers
technology and innovation to drive
improvements to the performance
of its cars, as well as to generate
efficiencies in production.

Achieving our ambitious
vision and expanding
to continue our journey
as a leading global
smart city, will require
continued investment and
a partnership approach.
These elements will prove
crucial in ensuring the
delivery of transformational
use cases as we strive for
an inclusive outcome and
fair access to opportunities
for all.

Sunderland City Council will:
•

in, and form a Joint Venture

•

communications with 99% (by
area) outdoor coverage and Low
Power Wireless Access Network
with 100% coverage with good
indoor penetration.

operate a 5G Neutral Host;

Low Power network across the

•

Invest in the Neutral Host;

•

Recruit customers including

whole council area;

MNOs and ISPs to use the
Neutral Host;

•

Provide right of access across
council assets;

•

Stimulate demand, including
supporting use case

•

Facilitate use of other street

development.

assets;

The Joint Venture will:
•

Buy back services from the
Joint Venture for an initial
period of 20 years;

•

Deploy, Own and Operate a
5G Neutral Host and
linked assets.

•

Support bids and investment
funding;

•

Bust barriers to deployment
and operation;

area. By ubiquitous, we mean
high speed, low latency wireless

capacity to design, build and

case for 1.7km2 of small

Riverside development and a

The objective is to achieve a
the 127 km2 of the Sunderland

Invest in an initial business

City Centre and Sunderland

a 5G Neutral Host across the

ubiquitous 5G Neutral Host across

Provide the expertise, skills and

cell deployment around the

to design, build and operate
Sunderland area.

Contribute existing assets;
•

Sunderland City Council is seeking
a private sector partner to coinvest

The Private Sector Partner
(PSP) will be required to:

•

Promote 5G across the city,
its partners and build
demand, in particular
through a series of
use cases.

Prospective bidders are required
to register for free through the
NEPO portal (www.nepo.org, NEPO
Reference: DN467791) and obtain
log-in details in order to access
the documentation, which includes
the Specification of Requirements.
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Smart City Programme Office
Civic Centre
Burdon Road
Sunderland
SR1 7DN
Telephone: (0)191 561 4554
Email: smartcity@sunderland.gov.uk

#oursmartcity

